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ABSTRACT
The engineering and reengineering of software interfaces between dissimilar systems is a process that is constantly
evolving with respect to the techniques applied and the lessons learned from their use. While many strategies and
models for such development exist today, there are times that no single defined approach appropriately fits the
requirement for all real-world situations. This is particularly true of the integration and sharing of data among
modern e-commerce software systems and large, mature multi-channel legacy systems. This paper details the initial
and subsequent evolutions of one such e-commerce software interface. Lessons learned from each evolution were
used to improve upon the next, ultimately resulting in a highly maintainable and scalable product.
Keywords: software maintenance and evolution, software reuse, software systems integration, reengineering, legacy
software systems, COBOL

1. INTRODUCTION
Integration of an increasing volume of online purchase data from relatively young web-based merchants
into the databases of more mature multi-channel vendors can be a software engineering and maintenance
challenge, particularly for those business-to-consumer (B2C) or business-to-business (B2B) vendors that
use complex legacy enterprise resource planning (ERP) software systems. Bringing together an online
merchant and an “offline” vendor in order to reconcile the details of online consumer purchases requires
the transformation of data from one form to another. Business logic at the heart of the solution is required
to audit and manipulate the data. The end result is ultimately the rendering of data in the vendor databases
based on records received from one or more online merchants or payment providers. Automation of this
process is the primary goal of any integration solution.
There is an inherent incompatibility between the modern “always on” real-time architecture of today’s
e-commerce storefronts and payment providers and the architecture of their more rigid counterparts. Older
mainframe and minicomputer-based systems tend to process commerce and related financial data in a
procedural, scheduled fashion, and do not necessarily operate in real time. This motivates the need for
loose coupling of the interface between two or more systems to remove timing from the equation. Additional
challenges arise in the process of the software engineering effort itself. Interfacing constantly-evolving
online sales channels with legacy multi-channel enterprise systems often requires a rapid development effort
geared toward the “time to market” of the solution. The legacy systems involved are often originally designed
for direct marketing and mail-order sales and must therefore be modified to adapt to the rapidly changing
landscape of commerce. Typically, legacy enterprise systems tend to evolve very slowly. However, the
proliferation of competing online merchants and ever-changing web-based software technologies requires
this paradigm to change. It also requires a certain amount of flexibility to be incorporated into any efforts
to integrate dissimilar systems. This paper will address the software engineering and reengineering challenges
of a particular software solution developed and enhanced over a three (3) year period. The solution was
designed for use with the enterprise system of a major market leader in multi-channel direct commerce
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software solutions. The result of the solution was the integration of the legacy ERP system with several
popular online e-commerce merchants. Each successive evolution of the solution revolved primarily around
the re-implementation of the requisite software applications using new hardware and database architectures.
Each evolution was performed for a different vendor using multiple versions of a common ERP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the background for the case study
and related work in the area of software maintenance and evolution of legacy and modern systems. Section
3 outlines the requirement for the real-world solution that is studied by this paper, along with the circumstances
that precipitated the need for the solution. Section 4 details the initial engineering effort, followed by two
increasingly improved evolutions to scale the resulting software solution. Section 5 evaluates the engineering
approach and identifies the strengths and weaknesses of the process. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the
conclusions drawn from the series of evolutions and offers prospects for related future work.
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2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This paper focuses on two primary areas of the reengineering process: the encapsulation and reuse of
available source code, and the creation of new source code to be highly platform-independent and faulttolerant. Development techniques were used to produce a software solution that would be more easily
maintained, enhanced and reengineered according to future requirements. Reuse of source code, particularly
when working with large, complex legacy software systems, should be of paramount importance when
engineering interfaces to other external systems. H. M. Sneed [25] asserted that fewer lines of new code
and fewer changes to existing code reduced both the cost and risks of this type of reengineering. A decade
or more ago, this concept was less of a concern. Software was expected to be obsolete within mere years
of creation, requiring replacement. This assumption is now less feasible as software systems become more
entrenched as successful business solutions, or so complex that they cannot be easily reengineered. It is no
longer uncommon for legacy systems to contain working source code that is decades old [31].
The source code reuse technique serves multiple purposes. The primary purpose is to significantly speed
development of new software interfaces by avoiding duplicate efforts when developing new source code
[5]. A secondary, but no less important purpose, is to leverage the reuse of source code in increasing the
reliability and maintainability of the final product [9][18]. The use of existing, “trustworthy” software
components reduces the length and scope of many phases of the software development life cycle, including
unit testing and acceptance testing. It can also reduce or eliminate the “breaking” of functionality that
previously had no faults. When integrating legacy and modern systems, reuse may come in the form of
entire standalone or callable applications. It may also entail reusing sections of existing source code that
represent specifically useful logic. While such code may be cloned and “pasted” into new applications,
there are times that it may be encapsulated and stored in separate external “copy libraries” or “includes”.
While the terminology may vary by programming language or dialect, this commonly means that sections
of source code are stored in individual files that are later merged dynamically by compilers into the programs
that reference them. These code segments may include actual business logic or may include details related
to internal and external data structures. They may also include other standardized variable storage areas
that, in turn, may further map to particular database datasets or external file formats.
It is also important to consider that any new software should itself be coded in such a way that it is
also encapsulated, “wrapped” [27] or otherwise organized to be reusable where possible. Canfora, Fasolino
and Tortorella [6] studied the approach of creating a model or template when reengineering COBOL programs
to be reusable in future contexts. The technique studied by this paper encapsulated source code at a much
more granular level, within the individual applications themselves. Appropriate segregation and/or
encapsulation of source code allows for an easier transition to new combinations of hardware and database
60
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architectures. This is especially true for source code related to machine-dependant activities. These activities
include access to databases, file systems, user interfaces, and operating systems. This functionality can be
identified and segregated from the core of the interface that contains the auditing and reconciliation (AAR)
business logic (Figure 1: Segregating and Encapsulating by Functionality). Transitioning of systems to more
modern business models and architectures benefit from these techniques [25]. While designing or modifying
systems to be evolvable can add development expense, it is a necessity for legacy systems that are expected
to be in service for the foreseeable future [24].

Figure 1: Segregating and Encapsulating by Functionality
M. Lehman has addressed the topic of future maintenance requirements in this context by mentioning
that anticipated requirements of solutions, once developed, include the “changing properties of the operational
domain, advancing technology, desire for business growth or the emergence of competitive products” [16].
3. REAL-WORLD REQUIREMENT FOR INTEGRATION
The type of e-commerce transaction given focus by this paper is not that between the consumer and
product vendor, but rather between the online merchant or payment provider and the actual vendor fulfilling

Figure 2: Flow of Data from Merchant to Vendor
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the order to the consumer (Figure 2). It is increasingly common for initial purchase information and subsequent
financial transactions to be handled by a party other than the vendor who ships the goods to the consumer
[33]. This section describes one such real-world merchant-vendor relationship. The solution was implemented
for a well-known market leader in multi-channel direct commerce enterprise software systems. There was
a specific requirement for the interface to automatically handle the reconciliation of a high volume of financial
data exchanged between the legacy enterprise system and online providers that included Amazon.com,
Google Checkout™ and Paypal.
3.1 Merchant and Vendor Relationship
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With current technology, vendors are able to market to and derive sales from a variety of external
commerce channels while paying online or otherwise remote providers a commission-based income for the
handling of the initial interaction with and payment by the online consumer. This type of interaction typically
takes the form of an internet website used by the consumer to shop for and purchase products. Examples
of this type of interaction include Amazon.com and eBay.com. Another type of interaction occurs when an
online payment provider collects purchase and credit card payment data from the consumer and handles
the actual billing process. Examples of this type include Google Checkout™ and PayPal [22].
3.1.1 The Online Merchant
Internet merchants and online payment providers typically use more modern, flexible software and
hardware systems. This is due largely to the relatively young age of the e-commerce community. The use
of modern technology provides for the ready exchange of data between vendors and fulfillment providers,
often with files composed in the now-familiar eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and comma-delimited
(CSV) formats. The data is delivered between the merchant and the vendor in a variety of ways. One
example is the use of a Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) server that is owned and maintained by
the vendor. This architecture provides a framework for the delivery and validation of XML documents
with appropriate order, fulfillment, confirmation and financial information. A standard XML schema is
established that allows the vendor and online provider to efficiently communicate such data. In this case
study, the SOAP/XML solution was used to establish a connection between Amazon.com and the vendor(s)
using the interface. Another technique is the use of one or more FTP servers from which reconciliation
documents can be retrieved “on demand” or at scheduled intervals by the vendor. These documents are
typically created in comma-delimited (CSV) form. Paypal/eBay and Google Checkout™ are examples of
entities that use this format. The implementation of the solution studied by this paper used the FTP technique
to exchange data with these particular providers. Data-sharing techniques such as SOAP and FTP serve
to decouple the “always-on” provider/merchant from the actual vendor, who may or may not have a software
system waiting for transaction activity in “real time”. In this manner, it is not necessary for the vendor and
merchant to directly be aware of the internal proprietary data format of the other party when trading
information [21].
3.1.2 The Legacy Vendor
Vendors that provide purchased items to the consumer are often mature multi-channel commerce
businesses with large legacy software systems, using business models and data organization techniques
that can be far less flexible than their expanding internet-based partners. Many of these vendors are existing
direct marketing and catalogue-based companies that have expanded into the ecommerce arena. When a
merchant transfers sale revenue to the vendor, it typically withholds an agreed-upon commission or processing
fee in addition to other consumer-originated adjustments. These adjustments can take the form of credits
for returned products or cancelled orders. The vendor is typically supplied with a reconciliation file containing
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the monetary details of transactions handled by the merchant on behalf of the vendor. This file may be
available at regular intervals that can vary from hourly to weekly, or any other frequency agreed upon by
the merchant and vendor. From the reconciliation data, the vendor is able to audit the amounts supplied by
the merchant, to verify accurate calculations. The vendor is then able to reconcile the order information
with records in the vendor’s own database. The final step is the posting of the payments and commission
write-offs to the appropriate financial datasets, thus completing the reconciliation of the order.
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3.2 Requirement for Integration
Increasing sales volume causes the manual process of reconciling financial data to become quickly
cumbersome, time-consuming and error-prone for the vendor. The increased volume can come from the
addition of new commerce channels beyond the typical brick-and-mortar, telemarketing and catalog sales
venues. Internet-based storefronts, for example, are open for business around the clock, vastly increasing
marketing exposure and the potential for sales. From the increase in processing requirements arises the
need for an automated auditing and reconciliation interface to make the process more efficient and less
error-prone. The stakeholder goal is for the integration solution to accurately carry out the tasks of auditing
and posting of the appropriate values to the accounting areas of the vendor’s enterprise system, as illustrated
in Figure 2. Further, it is important to automatically detect and single out any transactions that fail the auditing
process. These problem transactions cannot be automatically settled by the interface and thus require manual
attention by accounting personnel. The interface described by this case study was ultimately required to
handle several different online merchants while remaining anchored on one side of the transaction to a
particular legacy enterprise system. The enterprise system referred to by this paper is over fourteen (14)
years old as of this writing. It includes at least eleven (11) distinct databases, and the software repository
contains over one million lines of COBOL and C source code, making up more than 1800 individual software
applications.
4. IMPLEMENTING THE SOLUTION
To meet the evolving demands and requirements of the vendor and its online partners, the software
solution studied by this paper progressed through a series of development iterations after its initial deployment.
While largely related to the reengineering of the software components to new environment architectures,
maintenance tasks were also performed to adjust and improve the business logic and software design model
with future maintenance and scalability in mind. This section will further detail the procedures followed by
the software engineers tasked with developing the initial solution. It will also provide details of each
subsequent evolution, describing the outcomes and their effects on the next iteration.
4.1 First Evolution – Single Merchant and Vendor
The first evolution of the merchant-vendor interface was to be implemented as a custom solution for
a single vendor requiring an interface for a single online merchant (Amazon.com). The solution was
specifically designed for the Microsoft Windows operating system using Microsoft’s SQL Server database.
The solution was to be developed without the protracted and thorough specification and analysis phase that
is typical of established software development models. It was anticipated that live data files from the online
merchant would adequately expose any unexpected conditions requiring modification to the software.
Exceptions to the business model found in this manner were expected to be relatively minor. Little
documentation was available from the onset describing the expected inbound data stream, and thus no
significant effort was spent designing a formal specification. This shortcoming is typical of the integration
of dissimilar or previously unrelated software systems. This arises largely from the opportunistic nature of
many integration projects. Data that is generated or consumed by a system may not be officially published
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or documented for external use. Instead it is often an internal artifact of the system that is expected to
experience changes in form and content over time. “Most of the software in regular use in businesses and
organizations all over the world cannot be completely specified.” This can be especially true of high-volume
merchant systems, both legacy and modern. As these systems evolve and expand, there can often be a lag
or disconnect between how software actually behaves and how it is documented or expected to behave
[16]. Financial interfaces integrating merchant and vendor systems are not immune to this “disconnect”.
These types of interfaces often require regular maintenance and modification the longer they are in service.
One or more of the parties independently evolve their own business systems over time, which may at times
affect the interfaces between them. There were no initial plans to implement the software solution for
other operating systems or databases. Indeed, the first evolution was considered a one-time custom solution
for a particular merchant-vendor combination.
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4.1.1 Engineering the Solution
The solution was coded using the COBOL programming language. The choice of language enabled
the reuse of source code available from the existing software repository of the legacy commerce system
(Figure 3). This choice also took advantage of the well-established data processing strengths of the COBOL
language. Much of the reusable source code was related to the mapping of data to legacy datasets that
were to be queried and modified by the auditing and reconciliation (AAR) component of the solution. Code
reuse created a tight coupling with the legacy enterprise system, but this was considered an acceptable
dependency according the custom nature of this software solution. Many of the details related to the incoming
data stream were reverse engineered by the developers due to the lack of available official documentation.
Reverse engineering in software is conceptually the same as the more familiar application in hardware,
with similar approaches and goals [8]. In this case, details of the data format were derived from the data
itself. The upstream provider of the reconciliation transactions supplied several files containing current “live”
data, allowing the developers to derive the information needed to develop the solution.
Development included more than three thousand (3,000) lines of new source code, in the form of one
new application and several new “copy libraries”. The copy libraries contained source code specifically
related to the seven (7) legacy system datasets that were to be accessed and modified by the AAR
component. Copy libraries reused from the enterprise repository added approximately 3,700 additional lines
of source code to the resulting application.
4.1.2 Documenting the Process
The software development process from inception through the final release was documented by the
software engineers. Details that were recorded included the amount of time consumed by each development
phase. Other more granular details were also recording, including data related to specific unit tests performed
to verify the business logic, lists of data and source code dependencies and a log of all problems and
enhancements that required changes to the software.
Documentation was further augmented by the coding of a logical “trace layer” into all software
components of the solution. This diagnostic coding was initially imbedded to visually mark key locations,
variable values and logic paths while developing the software. The data produced by this coding was displayed
to the console and written to a log file at execution time. This allowed for instantaneous or delayed review
and diagnosis. The functionality was easily activated and deactivated by developers and users alike. It was
designed to be left imbedded in the deployed solution without affecting its performance or complexity. The
tracing logs would later provide detail enabling efficient identification and re-creation of data and logic errors.
They resulted in fewer resources required to research and address logic problems found during the
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Figure 3: Combining New and Reusable Code
development, unit testing and integration testing phases of the project. The trace layer, coupled with source
code designed to trap all possible logic error conditions, greatly increased the fault tolerance of the product
by significantly reducing program crashes and data corruption issues.
Tracing logs provided additional documentation benefits. Capturing of logs during unit and integration
testing added to the useful documentation of the software components of the solution. Any future maintenance
to the software would benefit from these logs, especially during regression testing and redeployment phases.
The total development effort of the first evolution of the software spanned 175 hours over an eleven
(11) month period. The level of detail of the documentation generated during this evolution allowed for
future measurement of the successes and failures of the project.
4.1.3 Understanding the Results
Post-release analysis of the project showed that the initial development stages of the project were
accelerated due to the minimal time spent planning and specifying project requirements. However, there
was a price to pay for these shortcuts, in the form of a significant number of post-release modifications.
The lack of resources expended by both the vendor and the developers during the early stages of the project
ultimately resulted in significant delay of the vendor acceptance and deployment of the final product.
The development time consumed delivering the initial application accounted for only 37% (65 hours) of
the total development effort. However, in excess of 110 hours were invested after the official release (Figure
4) due to the many change requests that followed. Most of the overage was found to have been spent
addressing and resolving deficiencies in the initial business logic model. The resulting faults had not been
anticipated by the parties involved in the project. The interface was subsequently tested with “live” data
files as they became available from the merchant. More unanticipated conditions were identified as a result
of testing with this data. These faults required frequent changes to the business logic after the initial release.
Vol 1, No. 1, January - April, 2010 (IJARITAC)
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The additional effort was mitigated by the relatively quick release of patched versions of the code as each
new fault was identified. This was made possible by the previously described logic tracing functionality.
While the successful implementation of the solution was delayed several times, the end result was ultimately
the deployment of a software interface able to automate the auditing and reconciliation of several thousand
Amazon-originated orders per week for the vendor.
4.1.4 Evaluating the Results
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The initial evolution of the product can be technically considered a failure, if based on the extended
post-release acceptance period. In excess of nine (9) months elapsed between initial release of the solution
and the final version accepted by the client. During this time, the software was modified a dozen (12)
times, each to repair an unanticipated logic condition. Development of solution consumed nearly three (3)
times the effort originally estimated, and the target date was pushed and missed several times.

Figure 4: Distribution of First Evolution Resources
The resulting implementation of the software solution was, however, deemed successful. The project
was neither canceled nor scrapped in favor of another solution. The resulting software solution is still in
use by the vendor as of the writing of this paper. Mitigating the extended development and release period
was the overall stability of the resulting software. No problems have been reported subsequent to the
acceptance of the solution by the vendor. Several hundred thousand orders have been processed during
this period, demonstrating the successful scalability of the design to “live”order volumes.
4.2 Second Evolution – Scaled and Migrated
The software solution provider was later tasked with producing a newer version of the merchantvendor
interface to be based on the successful deployment of the first. The new iteration was to be implemented
for a different vendor than the first evolution. The vendor was using the same legacy multi-channel enterprise
system and communicating with the same online merchant. The solution was to be deployed upon a different
hardware and database architecture. The vendor’s enterprise system was installed and in operation on an
HP3000 platform using the TurboImage database and the MPE-iX operating system. This was a significant
departure from the initial implementation, which had been deployed upon the Microsoft Windows platform
and using the SQL Server database. The new solution was to be scaled to add support for multiple online
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merchants and providers (Google Checkout™, Paypal), in addition to the existing support for Amazon. It
was crucial that the existing interface be able to process reconciliation data from additional merchants without
extensive reengineering. The added functionality was to be implemented in multiple phases spread out over
several months of the project.
4.2.1 Reengineering the Solution
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The initial focus of the second evolution was whether to scrap the original custom solution and start
anew with a new software design, or to salvage as much of the logic as possible from the original Windowsbased source code. The decision was made to reengineer the previously developed solution using the original
Windows-based source code as a base. Part of the decision was based on the high expertise level of the
project members with the newer platform. The members of the project had a strong grasp of what was
required for the new evolution and what had already been accomplished in the first. This domain knowledge
allowed for easier identification of additional reusable source code, without extensive research and analysis.
It also enabled the creation of new source code based on the previously successful design model.
The original business logic was automating the auditing and reconciliation of several hundred thousand
online purchases for the original vendor by the time development of the second evolution began. Therefore,
much of the source code was expected to be reusable in the newer version with only minor changes. The
user interface logic for the main auditing and reconciliation (AAR) component was decoupled from the
application itself and handled at the Job Control Language (JCL) level that is native to the MPE-iX operating
system. This allowed the application to behave more like a “black box” than the previous evolution, with
required component input and output being handled generically by the JCL at execution time. The developers
designed the original Windows-based version using a method that segregated database-related source code
into copy libraries. These copy libraries were in turn referenced and used by the AAR component. This
design for reuse was repeated by the second evolution of the merchantvendor interface. Copy libraries
from the enterprise software repository were reused in the same manner as in the original evolution of the
interface. Logic and variables not encapsulated in the above manner were otherwise segregated and
documented with programmer comments imbedded into the source code. This allowed the logic to be more
easily copied, modified or replaced in the future without affecting the actual core business logic of the
interface. Support for multiple merchants caused some redesign of the original software model. The changes
were largely related to establishing a generic, internal format for input data that was to be processed by
the AAR component, decoupling the various merchant formats from the main AAR process.
4.2.2 Anticipating Future Evolutions
The interface software was designed to be as generic yet flexible as possible. Input and output files
were designed to be simple in both format and complexity, as was the user interface. A standard file format
containing all data fields required by the interface had been established, and any non-report output files
were written in this format. Isolation of the business logic into a largely generic module theoretically assured
that the interface would require fewer future changes, even if the solution was again to be reengineered to
other platforms or scaled to handle additional merchants. The stable, “black box” nature of the main AAR
component was preserved in this manner. Establishing a standard input format enabled future support for
other merchants to be more easily added to the interface without the need for complicated changes to the
AAR component. Any number of data mapping programs could be created as needed to transform various
inbound merchant formats into the required standardized input format.
This particular implementation supported Amazon.com input. Data was transformed by a separately
coded data transformation module (DTM) from a standard XML format determined by Amazon into the
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generic internal format required by the AAR component. Also supported by the interface were Google
Checkout™ and eBay/Paypal. The input files for these merchants required two additional DTMs to map
comma-delimited (CSV) data to the same standardized internal format. The data in this format could then
be generically processed by the AAR component using appropriate business rules that apply to all merchants.
Figure 5 illustrates the general flow of data into the enterprise database once it is received from the merchants
by the vendor’s web services servers. These servers contain the FTP and SOAP components of the
architecture. The design of this evolution of the interface allowed for the future scalability and enhanced
business value of the solution. Other merchants are rather easily added to the solution with the creation of
additional DTMs where necessary. Any new DTMs would perform data transformation tasks similar to
existing modules. Indeed, an existing DTM could be used as a basis or framework for developing a new
DTM to support a merchant using a similar data format (i.e. XML or CSV). These techniques also allowed
for the efficient future reengineering of the product. The primary interface was expected to change rarely,
if at all. Any changes to this area of the solution would likely be related to the migrating of the solution to
a different database or operating system. Due to design of the interface application, any changes are easily
identified and implemented. Future changes are also unlikely to affect any of the individual DTMs, further
adding to the efficiency of subsequent evolutions.
4.2.3 Evaluating the Results
Implementation of the interface application for the new platform and merchant combination increased
the source code of the solution to over 9,200 lines of new or reengineered code. Approximately 3,700 lines
were reused from copy libraries already available from the legacy enterprise system repository. The individual
copy library files, as in the previous evolution of the project, were largely related to the mapping of values
to datasets in the legacy ERP system.

Figure 5: Multiple Merchant Architecture
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While the evolution of the merchant-vendor interface consumed more resources than initially planned
- even more so than the original evolution of the application - it is difficult to characterize it as a failure due
to the additional forward-looking efforts applied to the programming model during development. While these
efforts added to length of time consumed by this iteration of the solution, they were undertaken to insure
future efficiency of any maintenance requirements, adding to the business value and longevity of the solution.
Isolation of static source code added to the future maintainability of the application, as did the inclusion of
the self-documenting logic trace layer that had been designed and implemented during the first iteration of
the solution. The source code also contained extensive programmer comments describing the business logic,
to aid in future maintenance and evolution requirements. Any lost technical documentation could theoretically
be recreated by the examination of the source code. The implementation was ultimately considered a success
based on the stability exhibited by the product subsequent to acceptance by the client. No software bugs
or change requests have been reported since deployment of the solution, and the core application has
processed tens of thousands of purchases as of this writing. The successful result of the second evolution
of the merchant-vendor integration solution was to be more significantly realized with the yet another
evolution of the product.
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4.3 Third evolution – Combination of Efforts
The third evolution of the interface required a combination of the previous two iterations. That is, the
more recent business logic model deployed in the version based on the HP3000 MPEiX/ TurboImage platform
would be re-implemented on the original Microsoft Windows/SQL Server platform. The most pressing
requirement for this evolution was that the software solution would be due for integration testing within
approximately thirty (30) days. This again left little time to develop a detailed specification or software
prototype. The decision to replace, outsource or reengineer the project would in this case rely heavily on
the expert opinion of the developers and project managers and less on research efforts to identify the most
cost-effective solution. The resulting solution would not merely be a direct conversion from one hardware/
database architecture to another. Instead, it would combine the newest business logic from the second
evolution of the software with the database-specific and operating system-specific details of the original
evolution. New stakeholder requirements were also desired for the AAR component, and would need to
be integrated into the solution.
4.3.1 Integrating New Requirements
The primary thrust of the third evolution was to reengineer the HP 3000/MPE-iX version of the software
to the Microsoft Windows operating system and SQL Server database architecture. The auditing and
reconciliation business logic would need no major changes for the new evolution. The solution would also
support the same three merchants (Amazon.com, Google Checkout™, eBay/Paypal) as supported by the
previous evolution. Additional user requirements were to be integrated along with requirements typically
related to a change in platform. The first new requirement was that all input and output files processed by
the auditing and reconciliation (AAR) component were to be read and written in a standard commadelimited
(CSV) format rather than the fixed-length format implemented in previous iterations. This new format would
allow data to be more easily prepared, viewed or manipulated as needed by accounting department personnel
using popular spreadsheet programs like Microsoft Excel. It would also allow for upstream processes to be
developed to generate the input files consumed by the interface. Additionally, downstream processes could
be developed to consume the output files for reprocessing, printing, reporting or forwarding purposes. A
second additional requirement was related to the user interface for the new platform. The new AAR
component would be required to prompt the user for the name of the input file to be processed. This was
a departure from the previous version, which accomplished such interaction at the JCL level on the HP3000/
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MPE-iX platform. On the Windows platform, this would at least initially be an interactive process, with the
user entering a file name that could reside anywhere accessible by the machine acting as the application
server. While the new evolution would re-couple the user interface to the new component, it was designed
to be a simple and generic interaction. Entry of the requisite information could later be automated with
“batch files” or timed scripts without affecting the AAR component, successfully allowing the user interface
to be later decoupled from the main component.
The decision was made to reengineer the software using previous evolutions as the source code base.
Code was merged from each of the prior evolutions to produce the new solution. It was anticipated that
this choice to reuse and reengineer would allow for rapid development of a highly stable product. While
the actual database access techniques were to follow the model established by the first evolution of the
application (Microsoft Windows/SQL Server), the business logic and structure of the solution would follow
the model established by the most recent evolution (HP 3000/MPE-iX.) The new version would reside on
the Microsoft Windows platform, using the SQL Server database. The vendor requesting the software solution
was using the same legacy multi-channel enterprise system as the prior two vendors, and would be receiving
reconciliation data from all three of the merchants supported by the previous iteration of the solution.
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4.3.2 Reengineering the Solution
The first step in the implementation stage was to identify each of the datasets to be accessed in the
legacy commerce system’s database. Many of the same datasets were accessed in the original Windows
solution deployed by the first evolution. The source code related to these datasets could thus be reused
with no significant changes. The code reused from the original repository would also serve as a model for
any new coding required to support the several new datasets to be accessed by this evolution. The next
step was to identify and recode any platform-related differences in the main AAR component. These
differences were primarily related to programming language dialects and compilers, the user interface, and
file name structures. Dialect differences were minor and were those commonly found when converting
software between compilers of the same programming language. The user interface was designed as a
simple “question and answer” session in order to reduce the complexity of the interaction and keep it as
platform-independent as possible. File name structures were redesigned to handle the longer path+filename
standard that is typical of Windows and Unix operating systems.
The primary business logic, parsing of input files and generation of output files needed no recoding for
the new version. Other logic had been previously designed to be independent of the platform. This meant
that the bulk of the source code would remain static. This further improved the implementation process
and allowed for a more stable result.
Each of the data transformation models (DTMs) were migrated to the new platform with relatively
minor changes. These changes were specifically related to the same programming language dialect
differences identified while reengineering the AAR component. The DTMs did not directly access any
databases, making these components relatively transparent between platforms.
4.3.3 Testing and Documenting the Solution
Unit tests were derived from test cases developed during the previous evolution of the interface. This
reuse of information saved significant time in developing the new solution. Few problems were found during
the unit tests due to the transparency of the business logic between platforms. Problems related to the
business logic had been previously identified and addressed in prior evolutions, and no new logic errors had
been introduced by the reengineering effort.
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Documentation for the solution targeted the casual user and was simple and straightforward. Both
technical and day-to-day usage documentation were provided by the software engineers. Technical
documentation described topics related to the installation and setup of the software and its subsequent linking
to ODBC data sources located on local or remote database servers. User documentation described both
input and output data files. The descriptions included specific details of the file formats and field layouts.
Output files were generated by the interface that included the reporting of both rejected and reconciled
transactions. These reports could be subsequently printed or emailed, along with a log of the program’s
activities. The log file contained program execution statistics, including the number of orders processed
and rejected, and the total amount posted to the vendor’s financial datasets. Once the development, testing
and documentation phases were complete, the project had consumed only slightly more time than estimated.
The resulting solution was considered a significant success, and no problems have been reported by the
most recent vendor since its release.
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4.3.4 Evaluating the Results
This third evolution of the merchant-vendor interface was designed to be as simple as possible for the
vendor. The “black box” workings of the application performed many complex decisions and operations
needed properly allocate the revenues to appropriate orders. It posted commission costs, returned order
credits and other activities that would otherwise require manual processing by human personnel. Various
merchants were supported with external data transformation components separate from the main auditing
and reconciliation module. Upon completion, the resulting lines of source code (LOC) had increased less
than 1%, to just over 14,000 lines. The entirety of this evolution of the interface spanned approximately
one hundred and ten (110) hours over thirty-two (32) days, significantly less than previous evolutions.
Proportionally, much of the time was consumed during the latter stages of the project. These activities
were largely related to testing and documentation phases. Additional time was invested in the preparation
(“mocking up”) of data for subsequent testing. This effort aided the efficiency of the pending integration
testing and deployment phases of the solution, further speeding its time to market.
5. EVALUATING THE APPROACH
An important focus in the development of this product from its inception was the ability to automatically
process thousands of records at a time without crashing due to unexpected logical conditions. The
development and maintenance of the resulting software needed to be as efficient as possible given available
personnel and system domain knowledge. The desired solution was expected to be both highly fault tolerant
and maintainable.
5.1 Establishing Fault Tolerance
The main auditing and reconciliation component had been designed to terminate in an error state only
if a critical file system event occurred in an unrecoverable context. One example of this type of termination
would include the component’s inability to establish a connection to a remote database. Another example
would be the component encountering full storage media (e.g., hard disk) while attempting to write output
files. Recoverable logic errors were trapped and logged to a standard line-sequential text file, as well as to
the main console or user display. Any errant records were rejected and written to error files for later manual
processing. The application would continue processing with the next pending transaction and in this manner
would theoretically automatically process most orders without the need for user intervention. Rejected orders
were written to output files in the same standard CSV format as the input file. This enabled the reprocessing
of the output data as input at a later time, if necessary. This feedback capability added to the flexibility of
the auditing and reconciliation process. Additional fault tolerance was realized from the technique of isolating
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slowly-evolving business logic from the more dynamic user interface and ever-changing data transformation
components of the solution. Future evolutions to reengineer the software for additional platforms and online
merchants would have little direct effect on the static business logic related to the vendor enterprise system.
This allows for a dramatic reduction in integration efforts of future evolutions.
5.2 Improving Each Evolution
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The development of the first evolution of the solution lacked significant specification and analysis effort.
No plans had been made for future scaling or reengineering of the product. Such foresight would have at
least partially affected the initial software design model. This shortcoming was partially mitigated by the
efforts of the developers to thoroughly document the engineering process, and partially by the imbedding of
a diagnostic trace layer in the source code. The second evolution of the software involved both the
reengineering of the product for a new hardware and database architecture and the redesigning of the
software for scalability. The latter effort was intended to increase the business value of the solution, allowing
for more online merchants to be efficiently added to solution. This effort took the form of multiple “mini
evolutions” to add support for each additional merchant. The documentation and logic tracing layer approach
introduced in the first evolution were repeated in the second evolution with similar success. Modifications
were made to the software design to anticipate further reengineering efforts.
The third and most recent evolution involved strictly the reengineering of the interface to a new platform,
with no major changes to the business logic or data format. The lessons learned and leveraged in the second
evolution of the solution proved to significantly speed the development and deployment time of the third
evolution. Using the concepts and design model established in the first two evolutions continued the cycle
of iterative improvement of a steadily evolving software product.
5.3 Analyzing Canonical Results
Comparing the development time of each of the three major evolutions of the software solution initially
shows that it is easy to be misled by the apparent increase in development time of the second evolution
when compared to the first evolution (Figure 6). In this case, it is important to consider the context of the
spike in resources consumed. Figure 6 shows that the total lines of source code (LOC) of the solution
increases with each new evolution, but by a markedly lower rate between the second and third evolutions.

Figure 6: Comparison of Evolutions
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The figure also shows that significantly fewer hours were required to develop the third evolution compared
to the first two. Combined, these are indicators of the successful engineering of a highly evolvable software
product. In this context, “highly evolvable” translates into the quantifiable reduction of effort spent developing
and deploying new iterations. It is anticipated that the trend will continue with subsequent evolutions of the
interface.
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The second evolution is more accurately characterized as having three separate development stages
(Figure 7). The first of the three stages was largely related to the reengineering of the software to the new
hardware/database architecture, while the next two were intended to scale the software, adding support
for additional merchants. These stages included modification to the software design itself, rather than simple
platform-to-platform reengineering activities.

Figure 7: Decomposition of the Second Evolution
The figure shows more accurately the increased efficiency of each successive evolution of the software,
illustrating the increasing efficiency of each stage of the second evolution where merchant scalability was
introduced. While the resources expended during the third evolution exceeded those expended by the third
stage of the second evolution, it should be noted that such a comparison would also be misleading. The
third stage of the second evolution involved only new coding to support an additional merchant, a task far
less complicated than the migration to a new platform. In the final evolution, there were no changes to the
overall architecture of the solution. Changes were strictly limited to the reengineering of the product for a
new hardware and database combination.
5.4 Identifying the Successes and Failures
Several aspects of the development process contributed to the success of this project. Arguably the
most significant was the reuse of source code from the software repository of the legacy enterprise system
hosted by the vendor. Reuse of existing source code contributes to both a reduction in development time
and an increase in system stability. This is especially true of source code related to established databaserelated processes. Introduction of new logic errors is less frequent, and this subsequently reduces the time
expended unit-testing the resulting application.
One of the most important aspects of the successful implementation and subsequent evolution of the
software in this project was the reuse of existing source code and software design. However, there were
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other traits that contributed to the success of this project. They include the flexible, loosely coupled design
model, the use of standard data formats, the process and logic tracing documentation, and the deliberate
coding of the interface with future evolution in mind. Documentation efforts were another aspect of the
development process that contributed to the success of the project. Documenting the process of each evolution
at an appropriately granular level by the software engineers was useful in the iterative improvement of the
software design model. This resulted in the reduction of development time for each successive version.
Imbedding a logic tracing layer into the software components further aided in the documentation of each
component and of the interface solution overall. It proved to further aid in other development activities,
from the establishing and verification of unit tests to the efficient identification and repair of software errors
prior to deployment.
The use of popular data formats such as XML and CSV helped decouple the software interface from
the provider of the reconciliation data. This allowed the architecture to be more flexible while having no
direct effect on the business logic itself. A reduction in unit and regression testing efforts was a noticeable
benefit of these techniques, contributing to the overall success of the project. Finally, the “loosely coupled”
nature of the solution contributed to the success of each evolution of the software. While tightly coupled to
the vendor’s legacy enterprise system and to the architecture upon which it was deployed, the merchantvendor interface was designed to be loosely coupled with providers of the incoming financial data. This
design allowed the inbound data to be transformed into a generic internal format prior to being processed
by the main auditing and reconciliation component. The advantage of this type of decoupling is further
realized when contemplating future changes made to the data stream by the individual merchants or providers.
Merchants may add or remove noncritical fields to their data format, or completely change how the data
is delivered (i.e., changing from an XML to CSV format or vice versa). These changes would theoretically
affect only the particular data transformation module tasked with processing that merchant’s data. No
modifications would be necessary to the main auditing and reconciliation component. This decoupling
eliminates the introduction of new errors into an otherwise static and stable process. It also eliminates the
need to retest all supported merchants when implementing changes related to the format of only one merchant.
While it is important to identify and leverage the successes of a particular software development model, it
is equally crucial to identify and learn from the failures or shortcomings. The project described by this
paper helped highlight a particular shortcoming that affected the early evolutions of the project. The amount
of time allocated to the specification and analysis phases of each evolution of the project were minimal.
Early in the project, this hampered the initial deployment of the solution due to a significant number of
change requests. It also required later modification of the source code to allow for additional scalability.
Evaluating the approach from inception through the third and most recent deployment, one can conclude
that while reducing or eliminating time spent planning and specifying a software solution may at times seem
tempting, reasonable or cost-effective, the reality is that a remarkable additional effort is often required
later. In the project studied by this paper, the costs came in the form of a dozen post-release patches applied
to the first evolution of the software, and in the extensive recoding that was performed to plan for future
scalability and reengineering requirements. At the onset of the project, future reengineering efforts were
neither expected nor planned for. This resulted in a significant post-release period of change requests through
which the business rules and data details were refined. This proved to be more costly in resources than the
original development effort, perhaps illustrating that skipping crucial software development life cycle steps
at the onset of a new software integration projects ultimately consumes more resources than are saved.
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6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This paper is a case study of a particular real-world project that involved the integration of a legacy
multi-channel commerce enterprise system with multiple established and emergent online merchants and
payment providers. The purpose of the integration solution was to automate the auditing and reconciliation
of the financial details related to online purchases of vendor products via third-party merchants. Each
evolution of the solution was described, from the initial engineering of a “one off” custom product to a
highly stable, scalable and maintainable solution capable of efficient future adaptations. The lessons learned
and the techniques employed during each evolution were documented and analyzed by the developers in
order to improve the process as the software evolved. The design model was refined during each subsequent
evolution, further increasing both the current and future business value of the solution.
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6.1 Techniques for Successful Integration
Overall a highly successful project, this case study addressed three major areas that represent some of
the major goals in software engineering and reengineering: The project took advantage of legacy assets.
This was achieved at both the software level in the form of reusing source code from an existing repository,
and at the environment level in the form of the use of the same language implementation and compiler
licensing of the vendor’s existing legacy software. It also took advantage of user and developer familiarity
with the legacy system by keeping the complexity low for both the user interface and the component output.
This resulted in a product that had the look, feel and behavior of software and data formats with which the
end-users were already accustomed.
Second, the project eventually focused upon planning for future maintenance and evolution. Anticipating
that other vendors would likely request identical or similar merchant-vendor integration solutions, the software
solution was ultimately designed to be scaled to support future vendors and merchants, as well as other
hardware and database architectures. By engineering source code that was self-documenting and wellorganized, highly cohesive at the component level, yet loosely and flexibly coupled at the user and data
interaction level, future implementations of the solution would be an increasingly measurable and predictable
task.
Finally, by planning and designing for fault tolerance, future maintenance of the solution would require
less extensive regression testing. Additional maintenance activities related to scalability would introduce
fewer new software bugs, and each resulting evolution would be extremely reliable, an attribute crucial to
automated financial processes.
While the solution itself - already three years old as of this writing - will soon take its own place among
software described as “old” or “legacy”, it does not follow the stereotypical trend of legacy software
envisioned and described by Lehman [16]. That is, each future evolution is instead expected to take at
worst a similar or predictable effort, and at best a significantly more efficient effort. Rather than exhibiting
an increasingly complex and degraded quality in both program understanding and structural design, this
solution was designed to make future efforts as straightforward as possible.
6.2 Future Work
The reengineering of software that integrates legacy enterprise systems and their more modern webbased partners can be even more complex and challenging process than the reengineering and maintenance
of the legacy software systems themselves. Indeed, much of the added complexity is realizing a solution
that satisfies both the requirements of a slowly evolving legacy enterprise system with the requirements of
the constantly evolving and emergent online merchant systems. There is no evidence indicating that there
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will be a decrease in the proliferation of e-commerce and other new sales channels by well-established
vendors. Therefore, learning from the lessons derived from real-world implementations of this type of
integration is crucial to the efficient success of the future attempts by others. More scrutiny and
measurement, both quantitative and qualitative, should be applied to the trend of integrating systems that
extend the use and visibility of legacy multichannel commerce systems.
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7. CONCLUSION
Software inevitably requires maintenance [1][17]. Should the software engineered for this particular
solution require future maintenance to support additional merchants, or reengineering to support new
architectures, much of the process has now been identified, documented and anticipated. The design of the
solution specifically lends itself to efficient change, without the characteristics of more poorly designed
systems that grow increasingly more complex and difficult to maintain over time. While software
reengineering projects are perhaps the most complex of all evolution strategies, the project described by
this paper involved deliberate measures to mitigate this challenge. The reuse of source code from legacy
repositories, the encapsulation of platform-specific logic, the decoupling of business logic from the scalable
aspects of the system and the documentation and analysis of the development process resulted in a highly
evolvable product designed to anticipate the inevitable future of changing business requirements and
architectures.
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